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(54) Title: DEVICE FOR RETRACTING A PISTON

< (57) Abstract: A device (1) for retracting a piston (2) for a brake caliper, said device comprising an annular seat (26) coaxial with
the piston seat, said annular seat having an axial abutment surface (40) perpendicular to said axial direction and arranged in the dir
ection of output of the piston (2), and a radial bottom surface (28) arranged facing said side surface ( 11) of the piston, at least one
elastic element (12) arranged in said annular seat (26), with a first radial surface thereof (13) in contact with force against said side
surface of the piston, and with a second radial surface thereof (14) in contact with force against said radial bottom surface (28) of the

© annular seat (26), at least one elastic ring (21) housed in said annular seat (26) and axially arranged between said at least one elastic
element (12) and said axial abutment surface (40), on the opposite side to the brake fluid, said ring (21) having an inner perimeter
surface (41) and an outer perimeter surface (42), between said inner perimeter surface (41) and said side surface ( 11) of the piston

o forming a first annular chamber (18) open towards the side surface ( 11) of the piston and towards the elastic element (12), a second
chamber (20) facing said outer perimeter surface (42) and arranged between said outer perimeter surface (42) and a portion (30) of

o said radial bottom surface (28) of the seat (26), said second chamber (20) is suitable for allowing the deformation of the ring (21) up
to its dilated configuration, said second chamber (20) is substantially continuous and annular; said ring (21) is radially elastically de-
formable varying between a rest configuration and a dilated configuration.



AMENDED CLAIMS
received by the International Bureau on 13 May 2013 (13.05.2013)

1 . Device (1) for retracting a piston (2) for a brake

caliper (3), said brake caliper comprising a caliper

body (4) arranged astride of a brake disc (5) having

friction surfaces (6, 7 ) perpendicular to a rotation

axis (X-X) defining an axial direction, and opposite

pads received in said caliper body (4) so as to be

able to slide in the axial direction to the brake

disc to act respectively on said opposite friction

surfaces (6, 7), said caliper body (4) also

comprising at least one piston seat (10) suitable for

receiving the piston (2) equipped with a side surface

(11) suitable for sliding in said piston seat (10) so

as to be able to be biased by a brake fluid coming

out from said seat (10) to influence at least one of

said pads against said friction surfaces (6, 7 ) of

the brake disc, wherein said device comprises:

- an annular seat (26) coaxial with said piston seat

(10), said annular seat having an axial abutment

surface (40) perpendicular to said axial direction

and arranged in the direction of output of the piston

(2), and a radial bottom surface (28) arranged facing

said side surface (11) of the piston;

- at least one elastic element (12) arranged in said

annular seat (26) , with a first radial surface



thereof (13) in contact with force against said side

surface of the piston and with a second radial

surface thereof (14) in contact with force against

said radial bottom surface (28) of the annular seat

(26);

- at least one elastic ring (21) housed in said

annular seat (26) and axially (interposed) arranged

between said at least one elastic element (12) and

said axial abutment surface (40), on the opposite

side to the brake fluid, said ring (21) having an

inner perimeter surface (41) and an outer perimeter

surface (42), between said inner perimeter surface

(41) and said side surface (11) of the piston forming

a first annular chamber (20) open towards the side

surface (11) of the piston and towards the elastic

element (12) ;

- a second chamber (20) facing said outer perimeter

surface (42) and arranged between said outer

perimeter surface (42) and a portion (30) of said

radial bottom surface (28) of the seat (26) ,

characterized in that

said ring (21) being radially elastically

deformable varying between a rest configuration and a

dilated configuration, and wherein

- said second chamber (20) is suitable for allowing



the deformation of the ring (21) up to its dilated

configuration,

said second chamber (20) is substantially

continuous and annular,

wherein

said ring (21) comprises lightening means suitable

for facilitating the radial deformation of the ring

(21) when biased [da CLAIM 3 ]

and

said lightening means are alternatively selected from

the group consisting of:

said lightening means comprise a plurality of

recesses or holes (44) passing through axially, each

said through recess or hole (44) being arranged in a

respective tooth (27) [CLAIM 7 ]

or

said lightening means comprise at least one

circumferential channel (45) made along said ring

(21) [Claim 8 ]

or

said lightening means comprise at least one axially



open inner radial recess (43) [Claim 4 ]

or

- said ring comprises a plurality of inner recesses

(43) and a plurality of outer recesses (23) [Claim 9 ]

or

- said ring (21) has a radial thickness of between

0.6 and 0.8 mm [Claim 12].

2 . Device for retracting, according to claim 1 ,

wherein said ring (21) is selected so that the

deformation index, as a ratio between rigidity of the

ring (21) and rigidity of the caliper body (4) with

pads, is between 13 and 14.

3 . Device for retracting, according to claim 1 ,

wherein said lightening means comprise at least one

axially open inner radial recess (43) and/or at least

one axially open outer radial recess (23) .

4 . Device for retracting, according to at least one

of the previous claims, wherein each pair of adjacent

inner or outer radial recesses (43, 23) defines an

interposed tooth (27) .

5 . Device for retracting, according to claim 1 ,

wherein said lightening means comprise at least one

recess or hole (44) passing axially straight through



the elastic ring (21) .

6 . Device for retracting, according to at least one

of the previous claims, wherein said lightening means

comprise a plurality of recesses or holes (44)

passing through axially, each said through recess or

hole (44) being preferably arranged in a respective

tooth (27).

7 . Device for retracting, according to claim 1 ,

wherein said lightening means comprise at least one

circumferential channel (45) made along said ring

(21).

8 . Device for retracting, according to claim 3 ,

wherein said ring comprises a plurality of said inner

recesses (43) and a plurality of said outer recesses

(23), in particular equally spaced apart.

9 . Device for retracting, according to claim 8 ,

wherein said inner recesses (43) and said outer

recesses (23) are made in equal number and/or wherein

said inner recesses (43) and said outer recesses (23)

are arranged alternating with one another, said ring

(21) in particular having a coil shape.

10. Device for retracting, according to at least one

of the previous claims wherein said ring (21)

comprises thermoplastic resin, or Teflon®, or a

perf luoroalkoxy copolymer PFA.



11. Device for retracting, according to at least one

of the previous claims, wherein said ring (21) has a

minimum radial thickness of between 0.6 and 0.8 mm.

12. Device for retracting, according to at least one

of the previous claims wherein said ring has a bevel

between said inner perimeter surface (41) and a base

surface (19) of the ring (21) facing towards said

elastic element (12) , said bevel being suitable for

facilitating the deformation of the elastic element

(12) in the direction of output of the piston,

13. Method for retracting a piston for a brake

caliper by means of a device (1) for drawing back a

piston (2) for a brake caliper (3) according to the

characteristics of at least one of the previous

claims, comprising the steps of:

- influencing a portion of the elastic element (12)

on a third axial surface (15) opposite to the

direction of output of the piston, through the

pressure of the brake fluid;

- elastically deforming, in the direction of output

of the piston, a portion (100) of the elastic element

(12) in contact with side surface (11) of the piston,

said portion (100) acting on the ring (21) through a

force depending on said deformation of the portion

(100) and on the pressure of the fluid and said force



being suitable for being decomposed into a radial

component and an axial component, said elastic

element (12) accumulating a first amount of elastic

deformation energy;

- elastically dilating the ring (21) in the radial

direction towards the outside through said radial

component of said force, accumulating a second amount

of elastic deformation energy.

14. Method for retracting a piston for a brake

caliper, according to claim 13, comprising the steps

of:

- removing the pressure of the brake fluid;

- allowing the elastic return of the ring (21) , said

ring (21) releasing said second amount of elastic

deformation energy acting inwardly in the radial

direction on said deformed portion (100) of the

elastic element (12), said elastic element (12)

partially drawing back and axially pulling the piston

along a first roll-back section;

- allowing the elastic return of the deformed portion

(100) of the elastic element (12), said elastic

element (12) releasing said first amount of elastic

deformation energy pulling the piston axially along a

second roll-back section.
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